The Story of Duke…
A Tail that will Melt Your Heart

As the seasons turn and holidays grow near it becomes time for story telling. Hundreds of stories can be shared about animals saved by Rescue Village in 2010. Yet there are those tales that simply melt our hearts no matter how cold the wind chill. This is about Duke and his almost miraculous match, as told by his special family. It is, in a way, about each animal that passed through our care.

“A week and a half after we brought Duke home, our son Max had a grand mal seizure in his sleep. He had never had one before. When we got to his room, we found Duke laying on his bed with his ears back. When the paramedics came into his room, they were not greeted with the typically playfully and energetic Duke. Instead, Duke held on his ground next to Max and we had to pull him by his scruff to get him off the bed so the paramedics could help Max.

Very early this morning, we heard Duke pacing the house, barking, whining, and he woke our daughter up around 5:30 a.m. knowing that would get us out of bed. Even after we let him out, we couldn’t figure out why he was so restless. He has never done this before. We were starting to get frustrated until we heard the sounds of Max having a seizure… it was now 6 a.m. There he was again at Max’s side. We realized he was trying to let us know what was coming.

We saw Duke by accident. He wasn’t ready to be adopted when we first saw him, but he found us. He popped that sweet face up between the bars back in the kennels so we’d see him, and a week later we brought him home. He has been a great family dog, but the fact that he has taken on the duty of seizure alerting has touched our lives. We knew we wanted a dog, but he let us know that we needed him. We are grateful to the family that had him before us for taking him in, and to Rescue Village for making him available to us.”

Sincerely, Tim, Anna, Max, Catherine and Lauren Hill

This is a narrative about love, though who loves whom more is impossible to judge. For every child there should be a Duke and for every Duke there should be a Rescue Village.
Seeing Rescue Village through Cameron’s Eyes.

For one day this year, I became the assistant to my replacement as Executive Director of Rescue Village. Yes, you heard me, from 1:00pm to 5:00pm that day I lost my job. The nameplate on my desk said it all, “Cameron Steinmetz, Executive Director.” There she sat, answering the phone, reviewing correspondences, checking email and meeting with administrative staff.

Cameron seemed perfectly comfortable with Dr. Megan Volpe, observing a wellness checkup. She was intrigued working with Barnee Woolf, our Dog Behavior Coordinator, to do a temperament test. Cameron named a dog Mason and christened a cat with the name Tuna. Of course she also spent time with Christian Courtwright, our Humane Agent. When she saw kittens her “ewwwws and ahhhs” sounded exactly like my own! Staff members asked her for raises and she quickly answered, “I’ll have to think about it.”

Before a moment seemed to pass, this up and coming executive was having five of her friends visit the shelter for a party and a tour. Wow, she was a lot more fun than I am. After taking her friends on tour, she asked them to “please come to my office.” I was truly out on my… you know what!

I went home that day wondering what Cameron would actually end up doing during her life. Here she was “Executive Director for A Day.” She had tons of self-confidence and poise. She truly wanted to learn about the shelter. But, most of all, she just cared about the animals in the way that only someone very young can— with a hopefulness, wonder, caring and pure idealism.

When I came back to work the following Monday and sat down at my desk I was thrilled. I had questioned what a kid might do as Executive Director. All I can say is that Cameron did what was right and inspired me and everyone else at Rescue Village to reach for the stars.

My day at Rescue Village was amazing!

I got to Rescue Village and met Hope (the real Executive Director and the nicest person ever!) and the rest of my staff. After that, Hope took me to meet the veterinarian, Dr. Volpe. Once I walked into the clinic, I saw the cutest kitten ever being held by Dr. Volpe’s assistant. I named that kitten “Tuna.” After that, I went to the dog behaviorist. We talked about what she does and how she helps the dogs. I was having so much fun! I then returned to my office to answer some calls and sign some papers. It was funny because all of the employees wanted a raise or a vacation. My next task as Executive Director was to write a list of names for incoming animals (very difficult task I might add). My next job was to go to the barn. I LOVE horses, so you can imagine how excited I was! I met three horses and my favorite was Robyn. I wanted to adopt Robyn so bad, but my mom said “no.” At the end of the day my friends and my mom met me in my office to help celebrate my birthday. It was awesome… My day at Rescue Village was the bomb!”

*“Executive Director for the Day” was an auction item at Doggone Purrfect Night.
Some nights are made of magic. Volunteer Appreciation Night held October 1, 2010 was one of them. Over 180 people gathered at Orchard Hill in a room that sparkled with lights and was strung with hundreds of red and green paper apples recognizing all of Rescue Village’s 420 volunteers. It was a perfect fall evening with a view that reached as far as Lake Erie.

Volunteer Coordinator, Laura Nealy Burks, and Executive Director, Hope Brustein, were the MCs for the evening. From the start everyone knew something special was in the air. There was a sense of joy, of accomplishment and of being a family. In the room were long-time volunteers with a rich history at Rescue Village and new volunteers who bring their fresh perspectives. The thread weaving it all together? Saving the lives and helping thousands of homeless, ill, injured, abused and neglected animals.

74 volunteers received Presidential Service Awards for giving 250 or more hours in 2009. Special awards were also given for Animal Care, Fostering, Creative Arts & Marketing, Men With Skills, and Events. (For a full list please check the website).

This year there were so many people nominated for Volunteer of the Year that we decided to award 8 people with this honor. They are: Ardis Danicic, Lori Gorrell, Abbie Leska, Wendy Lewis, Ken Lindner, Tiffany Mushrush Mentzer, Nancy J. Parker, Tami Thurman.

With live bluegrass/folk music and plenty of scrumptious hors d’oeuvres, the event was meaningful and magnificent. The Rescue Village Board of Trustees acted as greeters, thankers and bartenders.

As the invitation said, “we love our volunteers.” By the entry everyone caught a glimpse of the future. Our youngest volunteer ever, Charlie Broome, only 5 weeks old, stood sentry in his mom’s arms and got his first experience helping Rescue Village. See you in 12 years Charlie for the “Parent and Me” program! See everyone next year!
Rescue Village Hours
Monday: noon to 7:00pm • Tuesday: noon to 5:00pm • Wednesday: closed • Thursday: noon to 7:00pm
Friday: noon to 5:00pm • Saturday: noon to 7:00pm • Sunday: noon to 5:00pm
adoptions stop 45 minutes before posted closing times

Project S.A.V.E.
In early September, Teddy was rescued from neglect by our Humane Agent. An extremely sweet, affectionate, and playful dog, Teddy was quickly adopted. Less than a month later, Teddy was returned to the shelter after being hit by a car. His owners were not able to afford veterinary care to fix Teddy’s fractured scapula. At Rescue Village the call went out for donations to the Project S.A.V.E. fund. Over $2,500 was contributed and Teddy received the life-saving surgery he needed. He is now recuperating in a foster home and we look forward to sharing with you his happy ending.

Lonely Hearts
Pikachu is an independent girl! She has lived in our office area for over a year and has yet to interrupt anyone’s work! She will NOT jump on your keyboard when you are busy or jump on your lap demanding attention when you are reading an article. Pikachu’s favorite activities are sleeping in boxes, gazing out a window or being given a treat. She likes and seeks out attention, but on her terms.

Is this the type of cat you have been looking for? Affectionate, yet not demanding of your time? She just might be the companion for you. An adoption counselor would be happy to arrange a meet and greet.

Rescue Village Wish List
• Stretch and Scratch exercise products for caged cats, available online at www.stretchandscratch.com
• Dry food (Purina One, Purina Chows, or Pedigree) for dogs, cats, kittens, and puppies
• Peanut butter (for dog treats)
• Canned vegetables for the barn animals
• Paper towels
• Garbage bags (33 gallon)
• Bleach
• Laundry detergent (Arm & Hammer liquid)
I am a cat volunteer and I met Nook (renamed Cosette) about a month before I adopted her. She was frightened and would growl at anyone who would open her cage door. In the “get acquainted” room she would sit by my side and let me pet her. But if anyone came into the cat room she would shy away. I knew she needed a very quiet home and a patient person to work with her. I already have two cats and was not sure I should bring home another… but when I would leave my shift at Rescue Village I could not forget about her.

Cosette has improved tremendously since arriving in my home. I still have to be careful not to startle her, but she is very affectionate; she loves to be gently touched and brushed. She becomes more playful every day. Her favorite toys are cloth mice and a sponge ball. She brings them to me and drops them at my feet. I throw them into another room and she dashes after them and brings them back to be thrown again. She has met the other cats and she is doing her part to be friends. Things are working out beautifully.

— Carol Janes

“Wuff” is now comfortable with his new name, “Max”. He has actually begun to bark, infrequently. His first week passed in silence and we wondered if he had been debarked, or been subjected to some other cruelty. We believe he suffered some terrible abuse at the hands of a male. He is more comfortable with women, but we are all working on that. Wuff gets along great with our white dog, Milo, a part Standard Poodle, part Wheaten Terrier, part Chow, parts unknown.

— Sandi Fried

Luna AKA Luna Bear AKA Luna Tuna Bear is a fabulous addition to our family. The girls, Kelcey, Sammy and Zhen, just love her. She gets along well with our other dogs. We are still working on the cat introduction. They have never seen a dog this large. She is down from 127 pounds to 116, only 35 more to go per the Vet! It would be much easier if she didn’t pick every single green bean out of her food.

Kelcey reads to her every night, and Luna Tuna Bear sleeps in her bedroom. The other dogs are jealous because they have to sleep in dog beds in Mom and Dad’s room.

Thank you for letting us be a part of her life.

— The Henrikson Family
What Is Service Learning?
Laura Murray’s third grade class at R.C. Lindsey Elementary School in Chesterland wanted to help the animals. Mrs. Murray shared with us that, “After receiving a flyer from Rescue Village, the class decided to collect change for the animals. They formed small groups to foster both cooperation and competition to collect funds to donate. Each team decorated a plastic container and began collecting. These third grade students put their teachings into practice about good citizenship. The students demonstrated their abilities to be polite, respect the rights of others, volunteer, compromise, and work to achieve goals and help the community. All qualities of ‘good citizenship’ which are essential understandings learned in third grade.”

Rescue Village is thrilled to be the recipient of this class’s generosity. University School collects funds every year to be donated to the cage sponsors program. Sunview Elementary School, Harmon Middle School and Brady Middle School have done similar projects. And we just recently engaged the Mayfield High School AP students!

Kids have shared with us that they love to help the animals by raising money for wish list items, making cat toys, dog toys, treats and blankets, designing “Thanks for Adopting Me Cards” and holding read-a-thons for shelter animals. There are many other ideas for projects. If you are interested, please contact Mary Carney, Humane Education Coordinator at Rescue Village.

Mark Your Calendar
2010 Snow Melter Camp is scheduled for December 28, 29, 30 from 10:00am–1:00pm. Visit www.geaugahumane.org or call 440.338.4819 ext. 20 for more information or for an application.

Special thanks to:
Ed Babcock and the Junction Auto family for allowing us to bring adoptable animals to their Family Festival Day
Homeward Bound Liaison Committee: Laura Smith, Abbie Leska, Kathy Disien
Jim Creedon for donating lawn furniture that you can find in Marino’s Cool Cat Café and Outdoor Cattery
Michael Blades for removing one dead tree and two diseased trees from our trails and for creating our new light circle on the walking trails
All of our 2010 Fix It in the Farmland volunteers — Great Job!
Betsy Somershield for creating volunteer gift bags
The Frame Gallery at 306 and E. Washington for all of your support
Taylor Baldwin and David Glasser for assessing our IT needs
All of our kitten foster families for caring for even the littlest lives
Small, but very MIGHTY Woofstock committee:
Sally Contizano, Barb Corkran, Lori Gorrell, Lorie Hart, chairman Bruce Hartzmark, Theresa Kulp, Abbie Leska, Tiffany Mushrush Mentzer, Lindell Northup and Frances Shagrin
Food For Thought and Java Express for providing wonderful food and beverages at Woofstock
Jim Jung for building the new chicken coop
Kraftmaid Experience for welcoming “Art from the Heart… artisan gifts that save animals’ lives” to their shop in Chagrin Falls
Bill Patterson and Patterson Fruit Farms for welcoming Volunteer Appreciation Night to Orchard Hills
Larry Calhoun, Jesse Smith and John Papik for fine music at Volunteer Appreciation Night
Stephen Burks for his photographic and video work
Amanda Hrbak from New Direction Photography, LLC, Michelle Rodriguez from Photographs by Michelle, Marilyn Whiting and Raquel Erb for photographing Woofstock
Howard Shear for donating our new dryer
PAWS for helping Teddy find a foster home while recuperating
Sarah Westman for her 14 years of dedicated service to Geauga Humane Society
Iron Pig Motorcycle Club for donating four Amish-made cedar picnic tables

photo: Amy Sancetta
Winter care for four-legged friends

Winter is a busy time for the GHS Humane Department. Calls come in regularly about animals suffering in the cold. Our hope is that all animals are able to stay inside in the winter, but sometimes that is not possible.

Winter Care Tips
1. Hit the hood of your car before starting your engine. Free-roaming cats like to crawl up inside your engine to get warm and are often injured or killed when a car is started.
2. Doghouses should be placed on raised platforms so they stay dry and the door should have a flap to keep out the wind.
3. Bedding is critical. Straw, being hollow, is your best choice. Blankets get wet and offer little protection.
4. Ice can cut animals paw pads, so check their paws regularly.
5. Outside pets need fresh water. Eating snow drops body temperature and can cause dehydration. Animals cannot consume enough snow to remain hydrated.

If you come upon an animal that you feel is being neglected, please contact me at 440.338.4819 ext. 41. I’ll check out the situation—help the owner take better care of the animal—and, if necessary, get the animal out of harms way. All complaints are kept confidential.

from the field
by Christian Courtwright, Geauga County Humane Agent
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from invisible fence® brand

Another Rescue Village Animal Safe at Home

Joan Heartz adopted Honey, a Collie/Lab mix, last fall from Rescue Village. Her dog passed away a few years ago, and once she felt ready she began visiting the shelter once a month until she met the perfect dog. When she first saw Honey as a puppy she pawed at her through the window and Joan knew she was the one!

After spending a winter having to take her out on the leash multiple times a day, Joan invested in an Invisible Fence System so that Honey has the freedom to go out when she needs to. “She has a high activity level, and would rather be outside playing than in.” Honey’s favorite things about the freedom of playing in her yard are chasing her ball and jumping as high as she can! Training on Invisible Fence was great; Joan said her trainer was “sweet and nice” and that everyone at Rescue Village was very helpful with finding the right dog.

Keep your dog Safe at Home, just like Honey!

$100 OFF* (for you)
$100 DONATION (for Rescue Village)
800-824-DOGS
www.invisiblefence.com

*RV-1210 Offer valid on purchase of outdoor packages only. Must present this ad at time of purchase. Offer is not valid on previous purchase or with any other discount or promotion. Not redeemable for cash. Participating dealers only. Expires 03/31/11.
Woofstock, held on Sunday, September 19th at the Holden Arboretum, was truly a magical event. The day started with the blessing of the animals by Ven. Shih Ying Fa followed by the official dog walk. The rest of the day was filled with music by Nancy Alden from WDOK and the band Replay, cool canine games, shopping on vendors row, running the agility course and, of course, great dog watching.

Thank you to the 1,700 people and 800 dogs who came out to celebrate and support the Geauga Humane Society.

Thank you to the 169 individuals who collected pledges and to the more than 240 who made a donation on the day of the event.

Thank you to the 50 vendors who provided a super shopping experience and to North Coast Dogs for providing the very fun agility course.

Thank you to our top fundraisers. Individual: Cindy Woc who collected $6,600. Youth: Opal Contizano who collected $752! Team: Animal Hospital Inc. who collected $2,154.

A huge thank you to our sponsors:

Geauga Humane Society’s

Woofstock 2010-success!

Annual Dog Walk and Family Festival for Pets and their People

Media sponsors:
upcoming events

art from the heart—
artisan gifts that save animals lives

Join us at Kraftmaid Experience, 21 N. Franklin St., Chagrin Falls
Show opening — Friday, December 10 from 5-9pm
Party with hors d’oeuvres, wine, beer, music and art
Saturday, December 11 from 10am-6pm

Featuring Artists:
Jenny Mendes - ceramic (sculpture, tiles, bowls hand painted)
Gai Russo - jewelry (hand crafted sterling and aromatic jewelry)
Susan Scaparotti - jewelry (vintage chains and charms, colorful lariats)
Sharon Sheinbart - ceramic (animal theme table sculpture dogs, turtles, cats)
Betsy Somershield - painting (animal theme colorful on canvas)
Vegan Sweet Tooth - pastry (delectable cupcakes hand crafted by Rebecca Bryan)
David Taylor - glass (includes colorful hand blown ornaments, vases, lighting)
Trebets Estate Wines - wine (Muddy Paw Cabernet and Muddy Paw Semillon)
Jason Wein - glass (clear glass hand blown vases and lighting with vintage hardware)
Jill Weider - fiber (hand knit gloves, mittens, wraps, hats)
Rhona Williams - painting (bright imagery on glass vintage frames, some animal theme)
Woofbeads - handmade groovy jewelry by Opal Contizano and Katherine Kulp

25% of all proceeds benefit the animals of Rescue Village. Joy, merriment and meaningful gift giving.

Edward and Gina Trebets, share two passions – a love for good wine, and a love for their dogs. And it’s because of this love that the Trebets’ have established Cleveland-based Trebets Estate Wines, and released their first wine label, Muddy Paw. Proceeds from each bottle will go to the Geauga Humane Society’s Rescue Village to help animals in need. Muddy Paw wines can be purchased at Chalet Debonné Vineyards and Grand River Cellars in Madison, or at www.muddypawwines.com.

Save the Date...

Snow Melter for the Shelter 2010
Presented by Black Lab Corporation

February 26
at the Family Life Center in Bainbridge

Close to home, close to heart—
an evening of artisan comfort food,
auctions and special surprises to benefit the animals at Rescue Village.
In Memory of Friends & Family

Mary Ahearn  Hayward and Lauren Miller
Parker D. Archibald  Gary and Marjorie Abram
Walt Bachnicki  Eileen Bachnicki
Maria Barba  Lori Greene
Sue Barton  Timothy Raymer
Robert L. Beardsley  Catherine Myers
Ann Patricia Beck  Margaret Folger
Russell Speirto  Annette and Victoria Ballard
Violette Bell  Vaugh and Susan Bell
Olga Berkvitz  Amy Berkvitz
Al Bertei  Karen and Kenneth Buck
Lynn Dula  Vera Wendel
George Borlin  Mary Mazzolini
Jim Rosel  Steamfitters Local Union No. 475
Heidi Boyton  Scott and Carol Kenney
Keri Boyton  Debbie Contrenza
Debby Crozer  Elizeezer
Lauren and Kenneth Heibling
Sharon Lewis  The Martin Family
Rachelle Martin  Neshill Construction Company, Inc.
Gloria Caves  Afghan Hounds
Rick and Debbie Capretta  Dan and Darlene Clark
Lee and Dorothy Olson  The Snider Company
George and Claire Timmons
Grandma Millie Chesnik  Wendy Wexler
Frank E. Cippy  Fred and Kay Nevar
Barbara Ann Colegate  Lydia Engles
Helen Trendle  Kelly Franey
Donore Donlan  Beryl Johnson
Janet Dostal  Elizabeth Duncan
Bill Engler
Helen Trendle
Kelly Franey  Antenelli Bros. Inc.
Bill and Sheryl Jager  Penny and Franco Bilani
Harriet Friedman  Astrid and Fred Weismann
Vera Girard  Chuck Rosenberg
Barbara Gip  Arline Glagola
Gary and Marlyn
Colin Gurd  Richard and Susan Dougman
Nancy Hacker  Polly Peterson

Samuel T. Hays
Beth and Frank Andorka
George and Sandra Cappotto
CWRU School of Dental Medicine
Earl and Lois Einch
Harold and Fran Evans
Rhoda Fennell
Barbara Frank
Mr. and Mrs. James Graskermer
Carol Hays
Mary Holben
Dale and Laura Huffman
Jean Iannadrea
Nancy, Fred, Daniel & Alex Sbaird
The Milroy Family
Margaret Mizda
Next Egg LLC
Dr. Ronald and Carole Occhionero
Benjamin and Holly Schecter
Courtney Schmitd
Dan and Sandy Schmidt
Barbara Scuilli
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Seredick
David and Mrs. Robert Urbon
Charles and Theresa Vollmer
Deborah Horton
Local 420-UAW
Jim Huskins
Ed and Peg Ames
Diane Arndt
Athens, Inc.
Margot F. Baldwin
Lucy Beattie
Mary Bielock
Donald Bullock
William and Judith Burdshall
Don and Susan Byrnes
David and Nancy Carpenter
John and Susan Conner
Barb and Steven Cook
Rhea Dickson
Equine Rehabilitation Services LLC
Janet Farr
Jim and Ann Fitzpatrick
Joyce Giordotto
Katrina Haas
David and Jane Heckimller
Ray and Julie Henderson
Carol and Donald Himes
Joseph and Eleanor Hubbard
Hybaco Products Inc.
Ray and Raymon Koziak
Heather Lyle
Tucker Marston
Laura and Tom Matthews
Frank, Jennifer and Daniel Mazzulo
Mary and Dan Mazzullo
Harry and Dorothy Mercer
Arline Moore
Carole Nazar
Oho Displays
Phyllis and Dean Balian
Steven and Carol Peter
Martin P. and Patricia C. Pope
Wayne and Melody Redding
Doug, Barb and
Denise (Deets) Robertson
Frank and Theresa Sara
Betsy and Bob Scher
The Sekeres Family
Ed and Linda Slaby
Laura Smith
Jim and Kathy Watterson
Bobbie Wheeler
Glenn and Marilyn Wywile
Donna Zink
Jean L. Hunter
Gregory and Martha Raber
Ellen Johnkheit
Marcus and Jacqueline Hyre
Nelson Johnson
Lubowski
Paula (Kronfeld) Jordan
Sue Spott
Robert Kiddier
John and Jacqueline Crocken
Kay and Dale Gafas
Richard and Judith Rabe
Rachel and Joel Simpson
Josephine Knautz
Janice and John Kovacs
Norm Kozan
Dr. Mabel Budev
Lucille Kudla
Clifford and Judith Reeves
Buck Lewis
Priscilla Hoag
John Davidson
The Licker Family
Pam Latochost
Stacy Marz
Robert A. Miles, Sr.
I.B. Stamping Inc.
Barbara and Leslie Ash
Lindsay Bell
Gwen and David Carlson
Nora Casey
Flambro
Geauga County Fair Board Auxiliary
William and Deborah Hofstetter
Bian and Ellen Jones
John and Emea Pundy
Keith and Shirley Richards
Keybank Foundation
Lawrence and Linda Roseau
Shawn and Jennifer Rudman
Gregory and Pat Sneider
Top Chef Season 8 & Magical Elves Inc.
Betty Nenedal
Helen Trendle
Virginia Norton
Carol and Tom Norgaard
Mary Ann Olds
Marion Bates
Catherine Myers
Heath Oliver
Dorothy and M. B. Chingham Blossom
Sarah "Sally" Olland
Philip and Patricia Hosmer
HWH Architects Engineers
Flanners Inc.
Jerry and Phyllis Neul
Bill and Carol Prior
Nancy Schreck
Ronald and Ann Strong
Curtis A. Perkins
Lubowski
Richard H. Persing
Susan J. Persing
Linda Sakal
Tamara and Jamie Sopulacki
Candace A. Prebile,
Cat Lover and Volunteer
Linda Betzer
Sandra Prebil
Lillian Ranwade
Noreen Arleer
Mary Cwalinski
Richard and Eileen Jones
Dana Seeley
Sally Stockwell
Margaret Wise
Shirley Randazzo
Megan and Thomas Hurby
Alice A. Redlin
Barth Bragg
Ted Reed
Janet Hauser
Bernice Roark
Donald and Theresa Armit
Theodore and Rita Bellack
Francis Biazzell
Menaka Chandukur
Dan Koch
Michael and Lois Palit
Kris Sudallo
Robert Smolich
Jeff and Ellen Leavitt
"Oma," Mrs. Norma Alma
Schubert Coers
Kay Rascoletti
Donald Schwed
Sharon and Roger Isshe
Judith Schwed
Robert Sedivy
Mark and June Roessch
Margaret Smallerke
James and Elizabeth Moses
Emil Sas
Eleanor Steven
Elnor and Marilyn Nyradi
Lorrie Steel
Suzanne and Christopher Janson
Sara Sweedler
Bruce and Debi Epstein
Barbara Thomson
Jerry and Patricia Hildebrand
Kathleen (Kay) Vck
Bay Park Community Hospital
James Denk
Patricia Doosent
Keren Erole
James and Deborah Fenn
Sharon Harvey
Donald Hill
Mary Anne Hilly
Tanya Hilly
Cynthia Kusz
Gayle Lee
Patricia Nye
Rebecca Randal
Reene Reeves
Mark Shaker
Wacker Chemical Corporation
Cynthia Wood
Lorraine Wask
Robert Wagnitz
Christy Nasch Kirsch
John Warnock
Linda Anna
Kathryn "Kay" Wheeler
Hamlet Village in Chagrin Falls
Charles Wheeler
James Wheeler
Catharine Winegar
Frances and Charles Wheeler
Sally Workman
Caroline Bernkerk
Michael Callesen
Dorothy Dunlap
Helgen Hoen
Lorna Marble
Elizabeth Mitchell
Royce and Cheryl Nichols
Gayle and Daniel Sheets
Jeri Transtrum

In Memory of Companion Animals
Bandit  Andy and Cindy Spero
Barkey  David and BarbaraPartington
Barkus  Vaugh and Susan Bell
Baxter  Elnor and Marilyn Nyradi
Bark  Carole NZZar
Bandit  Arlena NZZar
Ted Reed
Janet Hauser

Cesar Ward  Joanne Barton
Cassidy Mobile Veterinary
Animal Care Inc.
Chilie  Charles and Sharyn Ballin
Chuckie  The Licker Family
Chuck  Karl and Jean Selian
Daisy  Mobile Veterinary
Animal Care Inc.
Duffy  Robert and Haas
Duffy  Maggie Philip Shape
Elly  Michael and Cynthia Tropp
Ellie  Tim and Carolyn Galish
Elnor  Elnor and Marilyn Nyradi
Freddy  Carol and James Bankhurst
Gracie  James Nouy
Grover George  Linda Godwin
Indy  Steven and Arlene Comet
Issa  Luane and Stanley Laskly
Jack  Lucy Lytle
Jackpot  Lynn Friedman

Robert Schmacker  The Licker Family
Jake  Reddy Peterson
Janae  Lee Russell & variations
Dick and Susan Sebastian
James Jean Nouy
Josie  Karen Haas
Kasey  Debra Batterson
Kasha  Lewis and Ellis Levkoswicz
King Bob and Jean Selian
Lu Lu  The Gale Family
Lucky  Gary and Peggy Dorfman
Marc  and Desher Kritzger
Boru Lukasic
Theodore and Patricia Reklinski
Steve and Ellen Riber
Athena Vacille
Lucy Greenberg
Lauren and Mark Freeman
Maddie  Marc and Ann Freimuth
Maddux  Jeff and Marilyn Bilsky
Maggie Simone and Mark Noble
Maggie Mobile Veterinary
Animal Care Inc.
Maxxey Sam  Kathleen Demetz
Mille  Andrew Altmier and Amy Lipson
Tank  Mark
Mollie  Lucy Lytle
Morts  Dawn Namoski
Mouse Mobile Veterinary
Animal Care Inc.
Most  Donna Schnall
Murphy  Lourane Healy
Nanook Bob and Jean Selian
Neal and Trooper
Arlene and William Roberts
Nerlie and Helen Barko
Nellie  Kathy and Jamie Bankhurst
Nellie  Gang and Louise Warner
Niki  Marc and Deborah Kritzger
Nikko  Peter and Barbara Arena
Nudge Mobile Veterinary
Animal Care Inc.
Oliver The Ivler Family
Oliver  Noria Beach
Mary Camery
Elinor Novak
Eugenio Podjkl
Carol Schulman
Kathy Schulman
Oreo Mobile Veterinary
Animal Care Inc.
Oreo  Gary and Nancy Parker
Patches Mobile Veterinary
Animal Care Inc.
Pearl Mobile Veterinary
Animal Care Inc.
Pineus  Steve and Cindy Rosenblatt
Pokey  Bob and Jean Selian
Poppie  James Nouy
Puceline  Greg and Louise Warner
Riley Barbara Wells
Riley  Casey and Jamie Bankhurst
In Honor of Companion Animals

Abie (Abigail) Donna Marcus Goldman
All of the animals Rebecca Levine

Baby Michael Wilson
Bossman Diane Armitage
Ardhneen and Alfred Bahl
Tom Begam
Bonnie Bergstein
Susan and David Berzon
Judith and Richard Bolinger
Jill Brodax
Peter and Tammy Brosse
Steve and Joanne Brown
Bonnie Chizek
Karen Conrado
Cynthia Dennis
Alice Dickman
Karen Donnett
Georgette and John Dorsky
Shelia and Ken Erkas
Phil & Avielle Fine
Sharon Friedman
Reuven & Georgia Ganz
Suzi, Phil & Susan Gard
Deborah Garson
Elizabeth & Brian Giallambardo
Brad and Janie Glazer
Nadia Groedel
Denise Hall
Bruce Hartzmark
David & Barbara Hochman
David Klausern & Karen Fields
Lauret Katz & Bob Sigman
Peter and Gayle Klein
Nadine and Neal Ladder
Marlene & Cracker Jack Legome
Marvin & Edie Lewis
Debra Lieberman
Craig and Laura Lindauer
Sherry Malek
Julie Miller
Cindy & Larry Mittman
Lou, Marcia & Jared Moss
Sandy Munn
Elaine and Dave Prada
Gail Price
Michael and Anita Pupa
Barbara Rosenberg
Jim Samuel
Cheryl Savage
Bruce Schwartz
Gayle Schwarz
Jeni Shore
Carol & Jim Shulman
Mary & Eric Silver
Gayle Visan Rusk
Judy Wagner & Larry Bongiovanni
Braydon Anonymous
Buster Kenneth and Maureen Linnder
Ditto Mark and Karen Giardina
Ivy Fairhill Interregional Gardening Group
Millie & Willie Pamela Johnston
Mittens & Evan Loauda Roman
Mouse Katie Whitmoyer
Rocket AK4 Charlie Merrill Henkin
Sassy Margery Byerly
Steve Franny Syufy

In Honor of Valli Baskaitis' Birthday
Shirley English
Lara Bellack
Knuti Shidler
Rebecca Bernstein
Ken and Nancy Bernstein
Peggy Bialsoky
Len and Kayla Applebaum
Katrina Haas
The Iwler Family
Julie Xing Bogomolny
Patrick Connors
Mr. and Mrs. Peter A. Holmes
Sandy Shupe
Hope Brustein
Cynthia Woc
Virgie Carroll's Birthday
Shirley English
Kim Castella's Birthday
Shirley English
Marvin & Diane Crompton
Oho Concrete Resurfacing, Inc.

John Dopposoul's 80th Birthday
Richard Westlake
Ben Eddieblute's 9th Birthday
Anonymous*
Matthew Frankel
Patricia Milliken
Luke Niederst
Ben Perry
E Crypto's
Les and Tracy Riga
David Young & Marlena DiScevico
Jeanette Zinamun

Charlie & Mick Esquiroz
Loretta Sanamian
Frank & Cheryl Farine
Oho Concrete Resurfacing, Inc.
Richard Felber
in memory of Molly
Casey and Jamie Bankhurst
Brenda Fuchs
C.M. Bill-Perkard
Sean Zuckerman
Collin Garvey

Thomas Collins
Mark and Lori DiGiampietro
Ann Goldman's Milestone Birthday
Carol Tuschman
Samanna Goodman's Bat Mitzvah
Patricia McCarthy
Greg and Louise Warner
Wendy Grellinger
Kathy and Edw Brumagin
Erin Hewes
Kathy and Edw Brumagin
Kathy Hillier
The Marriage of J.R. Holland
and Kathy Chenneff
Marlyn and Dennis Estrin
Deborah A. Horton
UAW Local 420
Liz and Michael Keresman's
25th Anniversary!
David and Sandy Cookin
The Iwler Family
Barbara Kichler
Jeffrey and Susan Forman
Jamie Klein
Steven and Randi Marks
Sharon Kohn
Lynne Friedman
Marvin and Selma Friedman
Liz Kruger
Tracy Kruger
Patrick and Nicole Lennon’s
Wedding
Mary Ann and Russell Chambers
Mikaela Libens
Eileen Libens
The Marriage of Shelley Conner
and Mike Magden
Aurum Wealth Management Group
Peter Bellini
Day Metals
Jay and Ronni Feldman
Howard and Karen Kaplan
Marlene Katz
Sharon Katz
Robert and Paula Matejka
Andrew and Bonnie Neidus
Renee Shaw
Stephen D. Atkins, D.D.S., LLC
Cathy Manning
Tom and Chris Mackey
Lizzie
Jay and Connie Mazelsky
Charles and Angela Navin
Oho Concrete Resurfacing, Inc.
Roger Newberry
Martin Baris
Mitchell Ramage
Anonymous
Laura Daberkov
Mikieh and Debbie Kelle
Darryn and Rose Klug
Terese and Gregory Turcay
Dr. Caryn Scarravelli
Vauht and Susan Bell
George C.
Scott and Beth McMillin
Laura Silver
Astrid and Fred Weizman
Logan Singley
Rene Singley
Ty and Betsy Sommersheild
Katrina Haas
Nona Stella
Dave and Valerie Perout
Steve Tennen
Nancy Kraus
C. Rod Taylor
Terry and Nancy Schreier
Logan, McKenn & Jackson Thomas
Megan and Thomas Husby
Jean and Stephen Tomoons' 25th Anniversary
Linda Katz
Yolanda Rose Turcay
Steve Turcay
Carole Tuschman
Nancy Tavel Balbus
Barbara Cohlan
Marvin and Sonia Cohen
Howard and Lois Israel
Michael & Shari Wood
Eric Wald
Barbara Zaas Partington
Marly and Joel Zaas
Nate Zegura
Shaw and Allison Abrams
Bradley Coven
Brad and Lisa Zucker

our thanks
to these veterinarians who offer free examinations
for animals adopted from Rescue Village

Able Animal Hospital H.S. Sandhu, D.V.M.
Aable Animal Clinic of Chardon, Inc.
Tom and Wendy Frankmann, D.V.M.
Animal Hospital, Inc.
Scott Murray, D.V.M., Debbie Dennis, D.V.M.
Megan Barnhizer, D.V.M., Jeanne Friedman, D.V.M.
Animal Medical Center of Euclid Paul Ramsey, D.V.M.
Auburn Veterinary Hospital, Inc.
Paul Clemenis, D.V.M.
Aurora Veterinary Clinic
Ellen Imhof, D.V.M., Robin Rosen-Sharp, D.V.M.
Stacy Burns, D.V.M., Tracey Hitchcock, D.V.M.,
Jennifer Fraifogi, D.V.M.
Banfield, The Pet Hospital of Willoughby
Amy Worfgay, D.V.M., Rhemuel Valcarcel, D.V.M.
Banfield, the Pet Hospital of Aurora
Michael Sanwald, D.V.M., Scott Morse, D.V.M.,
Brenda Motsco, D.V.M.
Big Creek Veterinary Hospital
Eric Neate, D.V.M., Joel Percival, D.V.M.
Brightwood Animal Hospital
William Fraser, D.V.M., Karla Delisio, D.V.M.,
Laure Surovi, D.V.M.
Burton Veterinary Clinic
Paul Borger, D.V.M., Page Borger, D.V.M.,
Kariann McKinney, D.V.M.
Chagrin Animal Clinic
James Eldridge, D.V.M., Caryn Scarravelli, D.V.M.
Chagrin Valley Veterinary Clinic
Ted Pahuis, D.V.M., Conrad Griffith, D.V.M.
Chardon Veterinary Hospital David Allmon, D.V.M.
Companion Animal Hospital Eugene Novy, D.V.M.
Dr. Jay's Broadway Animal Clinic
Haamid Javed, D.V.M.
Eastside Dog and Cat Hospital
Mark Rutnau, D.V.M., Carolyn Askew, D.V.M.
Kathy Culek, D.V.M.
Garrettsville Animal Hospital Marcia Hall, D.V.M.
Greenmount Veterinary Clinic
Gurdas Dass, D.V.M., H.S. Jassar, D.V.M.
Kirtland Veterinary Hospital Joel Percival, D.V.M.
Lake Shore Animal Hospital, Inc.
Edward McCaslin, D.V.M., Kim Lee, D.V.M.,
Yasmin Nehal, D.V.M., Debbie Ting, D.V.M.
Mantua Veterinary Clinic
Ellen Imhof, D.V.M., Robin Rosen-Sharp, D.V.M.,
Stacy Burns, D.V.M., Tracey Hitchcock, D.V.M.,
Jennifer Fraifogi, D.V.M.
Meadowlands Veterinary Clinic
Robert Slobody, D.V.M., Ali Reaves, D.V.M.
Middlefield Veterinary Clinic
Robert Baughner, D.V.M., Aimee Cochell, D.V.M.,
Kendra Hanneman, D.V.M., Scott Smith, D.V.M.
Mobile Veterinary Care
Sharmon Clark, D.V.M.
Newbury Animal Clinic Bharat Khemrasa, D.V.M.
Orange Village Hospital Earle Rogoff, D.V.M.
Pet Hospital of Willoughby
Joseph Dolles, D.V.M., David Edle, D.V.M.,
Claudia Danforth, D.V.M.
Rainbow Veterinary Clinic
Linda Mitchiel, D.V.M., Jessica Alcorn, D.V.M.
Richman Animal Clinic Jeffrey Richman, D.V.M.
Shaker Animal Hospital
Heather Izance, D.V.M., Chris Laskin, D.V.M.,
James Prueter, D.V.M.
Silvercreek Veterinary Clinic, Inc.
South Russell Veterinary Hospital Lori Bieber, D.V.M.
Suburban Veterinary Clinic
Terrence Ochterski, D.V.M.
Three-O-Five Animal Hospital Ronald Moroff, D.V.M.
Town-n-Country Pet Hospital Andy Leeb, D.V.M.
Tyler Animal Clinic, Inc.
Michelle Radecky, D.V.M., Rick Mastrocola, D.V.M.
VCA Midpark Animal Hospital
Scott Jackson, D.V.M., Anita Kinscher-Juran, D.V.M.
Willoughby Animal Hospital
Christine Pappas, D.V.M.
Willoughby Hills Veterinary Clinic
Ronald Butler, D.V.M.
Woodland Veterinary Hospital
Michael Knecly, D.V.M., Rita Pencis, D.V.M.
Inspiring Us All—$6,600 collected in memory of her cats Boubette and Tommy

Cindy Woc was recognized as the top individual Woofstock fundraiser, collecting $6,600 before the event! Cindy, an avid animal lover who lives with a rescued cat named Cody and helps a rescued horse named Comet, set her goal in June to be the top Woofstock fundraiser. Her initial goal was $1,000 and once she met that, she set her goal higher higher higher. She continued to raise funds until the night before the event.

A passion for saving animals was Cindy’s driving force. She cleans homes and businesses for a living and changed her work schedule to visit as many businesses as possible in Lake, Geauga and Ashtabula Counties. She attended summer festivals to seek donations. Cindy even broke her wrist leaving a business… and that did not stop her!

Cindy’s mission was not only to collect donations. She wanted to spread the word about the wonderful work done at Rescue Village. We can only imagine how many people coming through our doors to adopt a cat or dog may have spoken with Cindy over the summer.

All of us at Rescue Village are immensely grateful for Cindy’s compassion and commitment to help sick, injured, abused and neglected animals. She truly embodies the spirit of Woofstock.